Cashmere Cat, Jillionaire and Uncle Luke Bring the Party to Pérez Art Museum Miami during Miami Art Week Celebration

*Special one-night-only performances attracted thousands of guests*

MIAMI – Last night, Pérez Art Museum Miami welcomed nearly 4,500 members and art world VIPs for PAMM Presents Cashmere Cat, Jillionaire + special guest Uncle Luke, a Poplife production.

The evening began with a Veuve Clicquot Rich toast to artists to include a special tribute to Miami-based artists, led by PAMM Director Franklin Sirmans. Guests explored the galleries and marveled at newly-opened exhibitions *Julio Le Parc: Form into Action* and *David Reed: Vice and Reflection – An Old Painting, New Paintings and Animations.*

Outside on PAMM’s east terrace and beach, overlooking Biscayne Bay, Trinidadian DJ and music producer *Jillionaire* kicked off the party with his indie and Caribbean dance beats. Miami’s own Luther “Uncle Luke” Campbell got the crowd going with a special performance, mixing the best of his classic Miami bass hits. The night culminated with Norwegian musician and DJ *Cashmere Cat*, whose set featured projected visual elements, set against the backdrop of the museum’s Herzog & de Meuron-designed building.

Notable guests of the evening included artists *Chuck Close, Fred Eversley, Liliana Porter, Hank Willis Thomas, Retna* and *TYPOE*; musician and producer *Skrillex*; Major Lazer DJ *Walshy Fire*; music producer *Abebe Lewis*; 99 JAMZ’s *DJ Nasty*; Local 10 News anchor/reporter *Neki Mohan*; gallerists *Brook Dorsch* and *Anthony Spinello*; and PAMM artists *Julio Le Parc, Firelei Báez, José Bedia, Edouard Duval-Carrié, Jillian Mayer, Carlos Motta, Sarah Oppenheimer, David Reed* and *Francis Trombly.*
PAMM Presents was organized with Poplife Productions, with support provided by Beck’s Beer, Kim Crawford & Perrier. Lyft was the Official Ridesharing Partner for PAMM Presents.
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About Pérez Art Museum Miami
Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM) promotes artistic expression and the exchange of ideas, advancing public knowledge and appreciation of art, architecture and design, and reflecting the diverse community of its pivotal geographic location at the crossroads of the Americas. A 32-year-old South Florida institution formerly known as Miami Art Museum (MAM), Pérez Art Museum Miami opened a new building, designed by world-renowned architects Herzog & de Meuron, in Downtown Miami’s Museum Park on December 4, 2013. The facility and is a state-of-the-art model for sustainable museum design and progressive programming and features 200,000 square feet of indoor and outdoor program space with flexible galleries; shaded outdoor verandas; a waterfront restaurant and bar; a museum shop; and an education center with a library, media lab and classroom spaces. For more information, please visit www.pamm.org, find us on Facebook (facebook.com/perezartmuseummiami), or follow us on Twitter (@pamm).
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